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ABSTRACT
Untraced space debris is the principal threat to the functioning of operational satellites whose services have become
a fundamental part of our daily life. Small debris between 1 and 10 cm are currently too small to be cataloged and
are only detectable for a limited amount of time. Indeed, when performing survey campaigns, the selected schedule
and/or visibility constraints often result in short-arc observations with long observing gaps, which do not allow for
precise orbit determination during a single passage of the object over an observing station. For this reason the problem
of data association becomes relevant: one has to find more observations of the same resident space object to precisely
determine its orbit. This paper compares different methods that build on the concept of Admissible Region and
attributable to solve the problem of correlating sparse observations. The comparison is carried out on real optical
observations obtained by the ZimSMART telescope on consecutive nights.
1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of determining the state of Resident Space Objects (RSOs) is fundamental to maintain a collision-free
environment in space, predict space events and perform activities. Due to the development of new observing tech-
nologies and the ever-growing number of RSOs, the number of observations available is increasing by the day. This
calls for more efficient methods able to deal with the amount of data produced. Furthermore, when surveying the
sky, the short-arc nature of the observations does not allow for precise orbit determination during a single passage
of the object over an observing station: more short-arcs pertaining to the same object are necessary to determine a
track. This process is called data association. The different lengths and precision of observations define the strategy
to tackle the problem. When initial orbit determination (IOD) is possible, [9] introduced a novel method that built on
Differential Algebra (DA) to describe the uncertainty associated to the state of a satellite in an analytical way. In this
way one would have a continuum of possible candidate orbits - the Orbit Set (OS) - that fit in the observations within a
prescribed accuracy and finding overlapping solutions between different observations was straightforward. However,
some observations may be too short or too uncertain to allow for a candidate state and classical IOD methods fail. In
these cases the Admissible Region (AR) method [6] is the preferred approach. In [7] preliminary results are shown
for a new method that builds on the AR approach and exploits DA to estimate uncertainty ranges to discriminate be-
tween correlated and uncorrelated observations. The uncertainty is defined in six dimensions in spherical coordinates
accounting for the orbit physical constraints and observations precision, thus determining again a continuum of can-
didate orbits, called Admissible States Region (ASR). Given the construction, the ASR is generally much bigger than
the OS, thus creating more challenges for the correlation problem. This region is subsequently pruned when a new
observation is acquired to remove the states that do not match with new observations. Whenever the intersection is the
empty set, the temporary track is discarded. This framework is often referred to as the multi-target tracking (MTT)
problem, which is the problem of jointly estimating the number of targets and their states from sensor data. This
paper introduces a new description of the AR through DA to improve the computation time and compares different
approaches: DA-based initial value formulations (DA-IV+LS and I-Cor), DA-based and boundary value formulations
(DA-BV+LS and B-Cor) and ESA correlation software prototype (CORAL), developed by AIUB for ESA under the
Space Situational Awareness (SSA) programme [12] for which the optical correlation is based on [11].
Section 2 contains all the mathematical tools necessary to build the algorithms: Section 2.1 gives an overview on
DA, Section 2.2 describes linear regression, while Section 2.3 describes the AR and its adaptation to the DA environ-
ment. Section 3 briefly describes the algorithms. Results are displayed in terms of associations found and computing
time in Section 4 both for a simulated case and real observations from the ZimSMART telescope, while conclusions
and future work are discussed in Section 5.
2. MATHEMATICAL TOOLS
2.1 Differential Algebra
This work makes use of DA, a computing technique that uses truncated power series (TPS) instead of numbers to
represent variables [1]. By substituting the classical implementation of real algebra with the implementation of a
new algebra of Taylor polynomials, any deterministic function f of v variables that is C k+1 in the domain of interest
[−1,1]v is expanded into its Taylor polynomial up to an arbitrary order k with limited computational effort [2, 3].
An important tool exploited in this work is the polynomial bounder, which estimates the range of a polynomial over
a specific domain. When applied to uncertainty analysis, this tool is able to efficiently estimate the evolution of
uncertainty avoiding point-wise methods such as Monte-Carlo. Ultimately, this technique allows for the definition of
analytical solutions of complicated systems of equations which normally require numerical techniques to be solved.
To control the truncation error, the automatic domain splitting (ADS) tool is introduced. This function estimates the
truncation error and halves the domain of interest as many times as necessary - with a maximum depth of split defined
by the user - to meet a set tolerance [13]. In this work a novel use of the ADS is introduced to describe non square
initial domains, as detailed in Section 2.3.
2.2 Linear Regression
A list of observations retrieved in consecutive epochs for a single object is called tracklet. Optical tracklets usually
contain three or more observations, each observation being made of a right ascension α , a declination δ , a precision
σ and a time of observation t. To account for sensor level errors, the precision of the observation can be modeled
as white noise and thus be considered as a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and σ standard deviation [10].
When tracklets are too short, information about the orbit’s curved path is very scarce and thus it can sometimes be
linearly approximated, which is actually the basis of the attributable approach [6]. This happens especially in the case
of Geostationary Earth Orbits (GEOs), where the apparent null motion with respect to the observatory enhances the
problem of gaining information about the curvature of the orbit. Linear regression can thus be conveniently performed
at the central time of observation (C) so that the resulting slope and intercept are uncorrelated [8]. The four dimensional
vector containing the estimated values (
αˆC, δˆC, ˆ˙α, ˆ˙δ
)
is called attributable, where each of the 4 estimated coefficients is known to follow the Student’s T distribution. The
covariance of the attributable is a diagonal matrix whose elements can be written as a function of the number of
observations in the tracklet N, the root mean square error (RMSE) of the regression sYˆ and the tracklet length ∆t
Σ(βˆ0,βˆ1) = sYˆ · diag
(
1
N
;
12
N(N+1)(N−1)∆t2
)
(1)
where
(
βˆ0, βˆ1
)
=
{
(αˆC, ˆ˙α),(δˆC, ˆ˙δ )
}
. Confidence intervals (CI) of predicted values can be constructed through the
covariance of the predicted quantity and the Student’s T quantiles t with confidence level αL. Given a predicted value
βˆ :
C.I.:
[
βˆ ± t1− αL2 ,N−2 ·
√
Cov(βˆ )
]
. (2)
2.3 Admissible Region
The AR is an approach introduced by [6] to handle too-short arcs where classical methods for IOD fail. The method
gathers all the information available within the attributable and determines the set of ranges ρ and range-rates ρ˙
achievable depending on physical constrains: by setting a maximum eccentricity and a minimum and maximum semi-
major axis for the orbit, the 2D region in the (ρ, ρ˙)-plane that satisfies the constraints can be determined. For each
point in the plane, then, the state of the object is defined. Fig. 1 shows the AR for a too-short arc simulated from
object 368301. The constraints are found by exploiting the equations for energy and angular momentum [4]. The
constraints used to build Fig. 1 are: amin = 20,000 km, amax = 70,000 km, emax = 0.7, where the values are respectively
minimum semi-major axis, maximum semi-major axis and maximum eccentricity. These constraints comprise GEOs
and geostationary transfer orbits (GTOs), which can both be observed when looking at the geostationary area. Fig. 1
also shows the novel use of the ADS to describe the AR. Fig. 1(a) shows the initial square definition of the AR when
the ADS was not exploited [7]. This, however, introduced a number of orbits that did not fit in the constraints defined
and increased the computational effort to perform correlations. To allow for the definition of a non-square uncertainty,
the following was performed. The square domain in spherical coordinates was transformed to orbital elements through
the use of the ADS. Since the transformation is highly non-linear, the ADS split the domain several times to keep a
high accuracy. Then for each sub-domain the polynomial bounder was used to estimate the ranges of values of the
orbital parameters. Those boxes for which the semi-major axis and eccentricity ranges did not fit within the constraints
set for the AR were discarded. Fig. 1(b) shows the split AR achieved with a maximum depth of split equal to 8. One
can see that some domains were kept although falling out of the AR due to poor accuracy on the analytical description
of the orbital parameters. This is due to the ADS reaching the maximum number of splits before meeting the tolerance.
Fig. 1(c) on the other hand was achieved with a maximum depth of split equal to 11 thus describing with much more
accuracy the area, but also with more computational effort. A trade-off then had to be performed between an accurate
description of the AR and an efficient one, finding that a maximum depth of split equal to 9 was the optimal choice.
(a) Square uncertainty region that circum-
scribes the non-square AR.
(b) Split region with maximum depth of split
equal to 8. Imposing a small depth of split may
result in non accurate range estimations. Some
boxes are indeed kept although not overlapping
with the original AR.
(c) Split region with maximum depth of split
equal to 11. Keeping a big depth of split al-
lows for very accurate representations of the
uncertainty, with the drawback of increasing
the computation time. Sometimes this depth of
accuracy is not necessary.
Fig. 1: Admissible region for a too-short arc of observed object 36830.
3. ALGORITHMS SETUP
When setting the resolution for the MTT problem, different mathematical setups can be chosen. In an Initial Value
(IV) setup one defines the conditions at t = t0 and then propagates forward, while in a Boundary Value (BV) setup
conditions are set at the extremes of the interval considered t0 and t1.
1The object numbers used throughout the paper refer to the NORAD ID in https://www.space-track.org/
3.1 Initial Value setup
In an IV case, the ASR is defined at t0. To do so, we consider the state in polar coordinates
X 0 = [ρ, ρ˙, α, α˙, δ , δ˙ ]T (3)
to exploit both the knowledge on the AR (ρ, ρ˙) as described in Section 2.3 and on the attributable (α, α˙, δ , δ˙ ) as
detailed in Section 2.2. In the DA framework X 0 is not just a vector, but a range of values to include all possible
combinations of the uncertain state components defined by the AR and the CI for the attributable. The combination
of the AR and the two CIs for α and δ define the six-dimensional ASR. The initial square AR as defined by the grey
box and the black non-square AR in Fig. 2(a) determine the limits for the AR considering both GEOs and GTOs, just
as introduced in Section 2.3. However, in practical cases one usually considers the GEO sub-case first, given the vast
majority of objects pertain to that region and then enlarges the search to GTOs for non-correlated objects. For this
reason the reduced AR depicted in green in Fig. 2(a) is also included. Here 38000 km ≤ a ≤ 45000 km and e ≤ 0.5
are used as constraints. These constraints are also used for the tests on GEO objects in this paper to allow for a more
efficient correlation analysis. This set of candidate states for the single observation is then propagated to the time of
next observation. This is carried out with the use of ADS to keep an accurate description of the region. Fig. 2(b)
indeed shows the further split of the AR, where one can see that the non-square AR benefits from the far less number
of boxes thanks to the pre-treatment of the square AR. Nevertheless, Fig. 2(c) shows that the uncertainty still grows
considerably within the 2 hours of propagation thus hinting that the gain in efficiency due to the non-square AR is
only marginal. On the other hand, once compared to the ASR at the new epoch, the uncertainty on the initial ASR is
considerably reduced, as shown by the red box in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). When a third observation becomes available,
then only the red box is propagated to look for correlation. This automatic chain correlation is referred to as I-Cor.
(a) Initial square, split and split reduced AR for
object 36830.
(b) Further splitting of the domain at t0 due to
propagation at t1 = t0+ 2 hours.
(c) Evolution of the ARs due to a 2 hours prop-
agation and pruning of uncertainty with new ob-
servation.
Fig. 2: Split admissible region before and after propagation for object 36830.
A second more classical approach is also analysed: once temporary couple are computed through DA-IV, a LS rou-
tine is performed to confirm association. The candidate state used to initialize the LS is chosen within the pruned
uncertainty and a loop is initiated to look for the optimum value of the residual function calculated on all observations
contained in the two observed arcs. This function is described analytically through DA and thus its higher-order terms
can be exploited in the optimization. For the work at hand, the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm
from dlib2 is used to perform the optimization. This algorithm, referred to as DA-IV+LS, allows for 2-by-2 correlation
analysis.
2http://dlib.net/optimization.htmlfindminboxconstrained
3.2 Boundary Value setup
Opposed to the IV set up, there is the BV approach. Here the ASR is composed of the position vectors at t0 and t1:
X {0,1} = [ρ0, α0, δ0, ρ1, α1, δ1]T , (4)
In this case the range uncertainty is defined as the span of the AR on the x-axis, while the angular uncertainty is once
again described through the CIs. An ADS-based Lambert’s solver can thus be implemented to find the list of orbits
that fit these two uncertain states, namely L{0,1}, finding the velocities and their uncertainty at the boundaries:
V {0,1} = [ρ˙0, α˙0, δ˙0, ρ˙1, α˙1, δ˙1]T (5)
However, (ρ˙, α˙, δ˙ )0,1 are already available from the attributable CIs and AR and can thus their six-dimensional un-
certainty span can be compared against the newly obtained map in Eq. (5). The use of this discriminator can also be
found in [11]. Again, only the portions of the initial domain that produce an intersection are retained. When a third
observation becomes available, one has to set new boundary conditions, analyzing both L{0,2} and L{1,2}. This double
check is necessary to ensure that correlation happen for the same candidate states, thus that the retained uncertainties
do intersect. Whenever either one of the Lambert solvers or an intersection produce and empty set, the temporary
track is discarded. For the work at hand, Izzo’s implementation of Lambert’s problem is used [5], adapted to the DA
environment. This automatic chain correlation is referred to as B-Cor. Also in this case, a second approach is included,
considering temporary couples and confirming them through a LS routine. The algorithm is called DA-BV+LS.
A third algorithm already available for data association in a BV setup is included in this work. The algorithm has
been proposed in [11] and is now included in a correlation tool called Coral, for which preliminary tests are presented
in [12]. The idea behind this algorithm is to solve the boundary value problem by optimizing the values for the ranges
and selecting the hypothesis which best fits the observations. Also in this case the boundary value problem is solved
with Izzo’s implementation of the Lambert’s problem. The Lambert solution for the given range hypotheses provides
the angular rates at the first and second epoch, which can be compared to the observed rates to evaluate the goodness
of the fit with the Mahalanobis distance. It can be shown that the topography of the range hypotheses space has a
clear absolute minimum corresponding to the best fit. In the present implementation the minimum is searched using
the BFGS algorithm. After the tracklet association is obtained, the final orbit is calculated using the complete set of
observations in the two associated tracklets. A LS routine is thus performed and the residual obtained in the fitting is
taken into account to still discard, as in an additional filter, the wrong tracklet associations.
Being based on the same mathematical premises, the algorithms have been tuned to have the same boundaries for
the AR and same thresholds for acceptance based on the Chi-Squared distribution.
4. RESULTS
The first step to compare the different methods was to try them on synthetic observations. An hypothetical optical tele-
scope was simulated from the TFRM observatory location to observe five GEO objects with the following observing
technique. Four fences were considered and each fence was scanned for two hours, after which the fence was moved
two hours in right ascension [14]. The data gathered are depicted in Fig. 3. The goal was to be able to recognize five
chains made of four tracklets. The I-Cor and B-Cor algorithms have the advantage of being able to work with more
than two tracklets at a time, thus making the chain recognition easier to gather. Indeed, if only 2-by-2 checks are
made, one has to make sure that all couples are recognized. An initial test was made to understand the sensitivity of
the association tools on the confidence levels αL chosen for the CIs. Typical values for confidence levels are usually
αL ∈ [1%,10%]. Clearly, the lesser the observations are trusted, the smaller the chosen confidence level is. This in
return gives a bigger confidence level to work with, as shown in Eq. (2), and thus more computation time is neces-
sary to analyse the uncertainty area. The simulation depicted in Fig. 3 was thus tried with the range of confidence
levels introduced above and it was found that within that range associations results were identical. This meant that
the association routine was not strongly dependent on the confidence level. For this reason, the confidence level used
throughout the paper was chosen to be αL = 10%.
Table 1 shows the results for association: twenty tracklets were considered in total (five objects re-observed four
times) and tested all against all. The Mahalanobis distance, DA-BV and DA-IV are the first filter that prevent from
Fig. 3: Synthetic optical observations obtained with four fences from the TFRM location.
Table 1: Association rates for synthetic observations. (A) Automatic identification.
Method 2-by-2 Association Multi-Association Computation TimeTP FP FN Chains identified
Mahalanobis 30 2 0 5 22.5 s
Mahalanobis+LS (Coral) 29 2 1 4 24.0 s
DA-IV 30 16 0 32.8 s
DA-IV+LS 30 0 0 5 224.5 s
I-Cor 8(A) 59.4 s
DA-BV 30 16 0 25.6 s
DA-BV+LS 30 0 0 5 48.9 s
B-Cor 5(A) 30.8 s
considering all possible combinations during the LS routine and the multi-association tool. One can see that the
Mahalanobis distance is a really good indicator in this time frame: all true positives (TPs) are found and only two
false positives (FPs) identified in a small amount of time. On the other hand the DA-IV and DA-BV approaches take
longer and accept many more temporary tracks which later get discarded, thus affecting the overall computation time
to analyze a bigger number of temporary associations. This is due to the conservative approach of the polynomial
bounder, which overestimates the range uncertainty and thus allows for more temporary associations. This behaviour
is compatible with the strategy to perform association: it is better to temporarily consider more objects than to discard
real ones. Both multi-association tools (I-Cor and B-Cor) and the 2-by-2 DA-correlators with LS are able to find all
true chains, however I-Cor also creates 3 more chains mixing objects 36380 and 37816, hinting that the IV approach
may have more difficulties in analysing clusters. One can also clearly see that the 2-by-2 association with LS and the
multi-association tool reach the same conclusion for the BV case. The latter is slightly faster and also able to auto-
matically find chains of correlations rather than manually looking for them, which makes it a more attractive solver.
Coral missed one correlation - false negative (FN) - and confirmed two FPs, which can however be discarded on the
hypothesis that chains of four tracklets had to be formed. This initial simulated environment shows that BV methods
are more robust and efficient than the IV method. Indeed, although the DA-IVP+LS reaches the same conclusion, it is
one order of magnitude slower and thus less likely to be used in a real case scenario.
Next, real observations of GEO objects taken on consecutive nights from the ZimSMART telescope were consid-
ered. In this case, the formation of chains longer than two tracklets was not ensured given that a different observing
scenario was considered. The observations were carried out from 6 p.m. until midnight on two consecutive days, thus
having an observing gap in between. Fig. 4 shows the correlation results. The plot shows on both axes the 56 observa-
tions obtained, thus placing the same observation on the hypotenuse. Observations are ordered according to the time of
observation hence placing closely observed objects towards the hypotenuse and distant observations towards the right
angle. Each marker defines a correlation according to a specific algorithm. Given that a 24 h time span was involved,
two different dynamics were considered at first and tested on the IV setup: keplerian and with J2 perturbation. As
Fig. 4: Associations performed by the different algorithms on first survey in consecutive nights. The 56 objects
observed are placed on both axes.
can be seen in the plot, the different dynamics obtained the same results, hinting that during this time span a keplerian
hypothesis could be kept. Secondly, the behaviour of the Mahalanobis distance as initial filter can be analysed. As seen
in Table 1, it was an efficient gating method to avoid unnecessary checks in a six-hours span. This is confirmed in the
two sub-triangles in Fig. 4 that represent the same night, where only two temporary association were not confirmed.
However it is not an efficient method when comparing observations obtained over different nights: as can be seen
in the lower rectangle the Mahalanobis distance accepted 36% of the analyzed couples but only 6.7% of these were
then confirmed by the LS. On the other hand, the DA-IV and DA-BV performance was not affected by the time gap.
Furthermore, the ability to find chains of tracklets (highlighted with black lines) further strengthened the possibility
of correlation. Although agreeing on most correlations Coral, and the DA-based algorithms had few discrepancies
on some couples. Future analysis should use catalogue correlation e.g. using SP or TLE data to pre-associate the
observations, to then assess the rate of false negatives and false positives.
This time I-Cor and B-Cor identified exactly the same chains which hints at the fact that I-Cor has more troubles
distinguishing clusters than B-Cor, but overall they work similarly.
What mostly differentiates these methods, however, is the computation time. The simulated MTT scenario only in-
volved few observations and a small observing window, which didnt firmly highlight this difference in the algorithms.
Table 2: Computation time for correlation on first survey in consecutive nights.
Method Computation Time
Initial Value approach
DA-IV+LS (Kep) 5.21 min
I-Cor (Kep) 4.36 min
I-Cor (J2) 13.78 min
Boundary Value approach
DA-BV+LS (Kep) 0.89 min
B-Cor (Kep) 0.98 min
Coral (Kep) 3.14 min
From Table 2 one can clearly conclude that IV methods are the slowest. The reason can be found in Fig. 2: although
better represented, the AR still needs several patches to be analytically represented and the uncertainty spreads fast.
The J2 perturbation has the effect of triplicating the computation time without any improvement and has thus been
discarded for analysis of data retrieved within a day. On the other hand, one can see that B-Cor is only slightly slower
than the 2-by-2 correlation and can thus add valuable information to the correlation process without weighting on
the computation time. Coral is slightly slower than B-Cor in this case, probably due to the larger number of couples
analysed by the LS. Indeed, in the case depicted in Fig. 3 Coral was actually faster than B-Cor. Fig. 5 shows the results
for a survey carried out five days later. In this case, the DA-LS discarded many more temporary couples, confirming
that this second filter is necessary for all 2-by-2 algorithms. In these scenarios, it is evident that the DA-BV approach
creates many more temporary couples than the DA-IV approach, however always being much faster.
Fig. 5: Associations performed by the different algorithms on second survey in consecutive nights. The 59 objects
observed are placed on both axes.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
This paper analysed different techniques and methods that have been introduced in the last years to deal with the prob-
lem of data association. Coral is a BV approach with a two step verification. Firstly, the optimal ranges that minimize
angular and range rates residuals are computed through the BFGS algorithm to calculate the Mahalanobis distance,
which acts as first gate for association. Then, a LS routine involving all observations in the tracks considered is per-
formed to confirm association. DA-BV+LS, also a two-steps BV approach, exploits DA and ADS to discretise and
prune the initial ASR with a Lambert routine. Also in this case, the same discriminators used in Coral are considered,
on a range intersection basis. The second step is also a LS routine. DA-IV+LS is an IV approach that propagates the
initial ASR to the time of the new observation though DA and ADS and prunes it by performing range intersection
with the new ASR. Also in this case, LS is used to confirm association. I-Cor and B-Cor, on the other hand, are able
to identify multiple association through sequential pruning of the ASR.
After testing these methods on a hypothetical MTT scenario with synthetic observations to set a benchmark on false
positives and false negative rates, the algorithms were used to analyze survey data from consecutive nights retrieved
by the ZimSMART telescope. The first result pertains the dynamics: indeed, in the time frame considered - one day -
keplerian dynamics was found to be sufficient for correlation purposes. The IV approaches resulted the least perform-
ing with an elevated computation time. Coral and B-Cor on the other hand had a similar computational load. On one
hand Coral was more efficient for small observation gaps, where the Mahalanobis distance was a good indicator of
association. On the other, B-Cor had a smaller dependency on observational gaps making it more suitable for sparse
observations spanning several hours.
In this paper only a part of Coral was used. Indeed, despite being a prototype Coral is already a complete algo-
rithm, consisting of an association tool able to deal with different types of observations and dynamics. The DA based
tools, on the other hand, only work with optical data. Furthermore, the DA-BV methods still cannot deal with multi-
revolutions and J2 perturbation, which we assume to be necessary when multiples days are involved in the correlation
process. These are thus the next steps to be implemented towards a more complete tool based on DA for MTT pur-
poses. The algorithms also need further testing on different orbits and clusters, which are known to be the most
challenging subject of association.
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